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                                    About Us

                                    Amarjothi produces good quality color melange yarn for hosiery, woven and home textiles. Amarjothi has established itself as house hold name in the melange yarn industry the world over. Our undisputed reputation stems from our unflinching dedication to give you the highest quality, exclusive and diverse clothing options and unmatched customer service.


Inspired by the fine art of yarn making, Amarjothi brings you melange yarn that’s crafted to perfection. It is embedded with the right spectrum of color melange of any count/shade /quantity to cater to the exacting buyer’s requirement. Amarjothi. The no-compromise name for impeccable quality of melange yarn. The Company believes that Quality is one of the most important facets of the brand value.
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                                                "The story of true color of melange"

                                            

                                            
                                                R. Prem Chander

                                                Managing Director
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                    Welcome to Amarjothi Spinning Mills 

                    

                    Sign in with your account




                    
                        

                        
                            Email / Mobile Number *
                            
                                
                            

                        


                        
                            Password * 
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                    Welcome to SalesForce Automation 

                    

                    Create your account


                    

                        

                        
                            Company Name *
                            
                                
                            

                        


                        
                            First Name *
                            
                                
                            

                        


                        
                            Last Name *
                            
                                
                            

                        



                        
                            Mobile Number *
                            
                                
                            

                        



                        
                            Email *
                            
                                
                            

                        




                        
                            Password *  
                            
                                
                                Only Letters, numbers, @, #, $, and - are allowed
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                    Welcome to SalesForce Automation 

                    

                    Account recovery


                    
                        

                        
                            Email *
                            
                                
                            

                        


                        
                            Captcha
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                                Easy customer segmentation with territory management

                                Whether your company organizes sales teams around geography or product lines, territory management can handle any form of customer segmentation. Share accounts among territories, identify regions that make a profit, allocate resources, and exceed sales forecasts, all while offering excellent customer service. 
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                                Easy customer segmentation with management

                                Whether your company organizes sales teams around geography or product lines, territory management can handle any form of customer segmentation.
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                                Main Title Here

                                Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book.
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                                Section Title Here

                                Give your customer-facing teams the flexibility to  collaborate in real time and communicate deliverables across departments. Zoho CRM Plus gives your teams access to a shared customer database and real-time messaging tools so that every team member can work together to deliver a consistent customer experience before, during, and after a sale.
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                                Easy customer segmentation with management
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                                Manage the development process, from ideation to launch.
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